
	  

	  

Airway management in severe head trauma a 

clinical case  

I would like to discuss a case study on airway management in trauma, in order to draw some general 
guidelines on the specific case of the critical steps for the clinical utility of pre-hospital emergency. 

It is a patient victim of a road trauma. He was driving a van that was hit from the front by a heavy vehicle that 
has made a quantum leap in lane highway. The impact is on the driver's side. The patient is trapped inside 
the car locked on front by the TIR hit him. 

He is conscious, he spontaneously breathing, even if superficial, the carotid pulse is present and valid. The 
firefighters are working to untrap him.  

Decision point 1: As soon as the scene is 
safe which are the maneuvers to be 
executed. Was chosen to place a cervical 
collar and a Laryngeal Tube. Due to the 
presence of reflexes had to be sedate the 
patient before entering the LT. The patient is 
actively ventilated with Ambu. For the logistic 
situation not exactly smooth (in the figure) 
has not been possible to monitor the heart 
rhythm, the blood pressure or oxygen 
saturation. 

The extrication time was 45 minutes. 
Throughout this period, the patient has 

maintained good contractil activity and was constantly ventilated at 12 breaths per minute. 

During the extrication, it was possible to see how the air bags and seat belts worn had protected the chest. 
The thorax expanded symmetrically and when it was possible the auscultation confirmed bilateral ventilation. 
In the continuation of the operations of extrication exposure of the lower limbs revealed a clear hip fracture 
to left. The abdomen was not evaluable because is not accessible. The patient just extricated is rapidly 
immobilized on spinal board and able to be placed in a safe area close to the event. 

We proceed with a new primary assessment. Still absent consciousness assisted breath with the Laryngeal 
Tube in place, SaO2 of 98%, symmetrical expansion of thorax, FC 95 radial pulse present and symmetrical, 
not active external bleeding, BP 110/70, GCS 1/1/1 pupils isocoric, not vlautabile photoreactivity. Fracture of 
the left femur. Ocular and periocular swelling with involvement of the temporal region. 

Decision point 2: how to manage the airway. Given the need for protection beyond that of ventilation and 
oxygenation it seemed indicated the positioning of an endotracheal tube. 
Decision point 3: What strategy to use for intubation. It 'was decided to take as a first approach the 
videolaringoscopy considering the planned difficult airway. 

The Bougie was readily available and an assistant was ready, if necessary, to aply the external glottis 
manouvers. 



	  

	  

Decision point 4: Which pharmacological strategy to assist intubation. It 'was decided with for sedation 
with Midazolam, analgesia with Fentanyl and after the assessment of the degree of difficulty of latyngeal 
view, paralysis with Succinylcholine. 

Decision point 5: Keep the cervical collar during the procedure or choose manual in line 
immobilization of the cervial spine. It 'was decided to immobilize in line after releasing the collar. 

So after adequate pre-oxygenation with LT, sedation, analgesia and paralysis proceed to IOT with manual in 
line immobilization of the cervical spine. 

Decision point 6: what monitoring is adequate  for 
ventilation. It 'was decided to monitor both the SaO2 
that EtCO2 to be able to maintain the latter between 30 
and 35 because the patient had a severe head injury. 

Decision point 7: with what parameters you would 
set the ventilator for transportation. It 'was decided to 
vent in IPPV with TV of 600 (8 ml/Kg)RR 10 PEEP 5 
FiO2 80%. 

 



	  

	  

	  

The patient did not need other pharmacological assistance. He received Ringer's lactate 1000 and 500 NS 
during Helicopter transportation. 
He arrived clinically stable  at thre trauma HUB where it was found a large fronto-parietal subdural 
hematoma sn. which was quickly drained, multiple rib fractures without pneumothorax or hemothorax, or 

pulmonary contusion, 
hip fracture stabilized 
with an external fixator, 
fracture of the left femur 
stabilized surgically. 

 

 

 


